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Walker Recliner & Stool 

Walker presents a truly classic, sophisticated recliner with its timeless, elegant design. 

Clean, sweeping lines create graceful curves in the backrest and upholstered arms, 

creating a distinctive shape to draw the eye. Subtle stitch lines in the backrest reinforce 

this shape, while soft padded cushioning with a tufted effect provides intricate detail. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Standard Chair 73 x h 102 x 83cm 

Large 79 x h 105 x 88cm 

Stool 50 x h 38 / 44 x 47cm 

Available in a choice of leathers 

http://www.julianfoye.co.uk/
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With its compact profile, the Walker recliner provides a welcoming chair for 

smaller and medium sized users. 

• Higher-grade foam - Created through cold-cure foam technology, this ensures 

ergonomically correct seating posture and support which lasts. 

• Comfort precision headrest - Adjustable head and neck support gives you the 

ultimate comfort in all seating positions, through simply tilting the headrest. 

• Freestanding Footstool - The matching footstool is ergonomically sloped to 

provide better leg support and aid blood circulation. 

• Solid construction - A steel and hardwood construction provides durability and 

strength. 

• Steel Interior Springs - Steel springs located throughout the back and seat 

provide optimum support whilst cradling the body. 

• Comfort-glide system - allows the chair to adjust according to your natural 

body movements, distributing support across the body and reducing tension. 

• Swivel function - Enabling you to turn in any direction with ease to ensure you 

never miss a moment. 

*Please note that models from this range are only available in selected covers: Prime, Trend, Elite, 

Salsa II, Caprice, Queen, Rosso, Sicilia, Ultra, Dora, Jade, Sandy, Tina, Tuva and Sheepskin. Please 

contact us for further information. 
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